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Additional Detail on PARADOT.

additional trials.
    from page 178

 +    10/8/76 9:30AM ATS 7.0 mg much more moderate than 5 mg 7/2/76 - ~[1:30]
          clear effects - "conceptual drive" was completely controlled (thus almost
          undisruptive) and directed towards drifting ideas for the NIDA paper -
          it lasted [1:50] to [2:50]-[3:40] I am under control, could drive a car-
          but the effects are still there. Clear at [5:50] (3PM).

 +++ 10/12/76 10:10AM ATS 10 mg [0:00]

          [1:00] a gentle unworldliness - go to mail

          [1:15] coming up very strongly - and nicely.

          [1:20] slight shakes - otherwise bodily OK - like mesc. in visual, except
                 no color.

       [to 1:30] a very rapid shift in frame of reference - I was barely able to
                 keep up and consolidate - now OK - can continue to read the mail.

          [1:40] blatto!

          [2:10]-[2:25] eyes closed perceptualizations - illustrated concepts -
                 really beautiful - if the last leaf had to go, where should I be
                 this evening when everyone else is at the theater.

          [2:30] behind lab - cat (pretty baby) eyes-me to her- concept of
                 totalness - the gopher. the apple - through the N O. & K.V.
                 review. I am at the max. lets do something with it.

          [3:00] dropping? - no patience to lie back & watch (internal) clouds.

          [3:30] still too stupid to weight Obrien's cocaine spoon.

          [4:00] there is no way Eric H. is going to tell me this wasn't an active
                 compound.

          [4:30] last 1/2 hr lots of phone calls - PC, Jodie, Glenn.- things still
                 crawl a bit - I cannot physically organize the lab, or cope [with]
                 it, but peoplewise I am in good strength.

          [4:35] reintegrating quite well - will be OK for Berkeley, theater,
                 dinner tonight.

          [4:50] still not together as of the moment - not integrating very
                 quickly.

          [5:10] going fine now - I am bringing the humaness and beauty into it.
                 and I am stronger for it. Thank you.

          [6:00] Complete, and none too soon - shower - call Obrien, [with] spoon
                 info. to town.


